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Summary
Nowadays, more and more users are uploading their music recordings of live
music concerts to video sharing websites such as YouTube. The audio quality of
these uploads, however, varies widely due to their recording conditions, and most
existing video search engines do not take the audio quality into consideration
when ranking their search results. Given the fact that most users prefer live music
videos with better audio quality, we propose the first automatic, non-reference
audio quality assessment framework for live music video search online. We first
construct two annotated datasets of live music recordings. The dataset contains
500 human-annotated pieces, and the second contains 2,400 synthetic pieces
systematically generated by adding noise effects to clean recordings. Then we
formulate the assessment task as a ranking problem and try to solve it using a
learning-based scheme. Initially, we employ “song-level” feature representation
and single learning to rank algorithm to predict the quality of the recordings.
To improve the performance, we then explore various segmentation methods
and “segment-level” feature representations to better account for the temporal
characteristics of live music. Moreover, we also develop a number of integrated
learning methods to enhance the capability of learning-to-rank. To validate
the effectiveness of our framework, we perform both objective and subjective
evaluations. Results show that our framework significantly improve the ranking
performance of live music recording retrieval and can prove useful for various
real-world music applications. In the end, we apply the work to our Intelligent &
Interactive Multidimensional mUsic Search Engine (i2MUSE), which is a novel
content-based music search engine and enables users to input music queries with
multiple dimensions efficiently. The i2MUSE provides seven musical dimensions,
including tempo, beat strength, genre, mood, instrument, vocal and audio quality
to set and retrieve the music. We have conducted a pilot user study with 30
vi
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subjects and validated the effectiveness and usability of the system. Now the
system is strengthened to be a more functional domain-specific search engine,
integrating music retrieval and recommendation techniques for music therapy.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
Music information retrieval (MIR) is the interdisciplinary science of retrieving information
from music [Dow04]. A good MIR system should be able to help the users to find their
preferred music online. Current music applications and products always represent the
music with multiple information sources in different modalities, including audio content (e.g.
tempo, genre, loudness), the features information calculated directly from it and textual
information. For example, by YouTube1 or Last.fm2, users can find the specific song or
artist with the textual input. And MuMa3 provides a search schema with a particular genre,
mood, era, etc. In fact, music content plays an important role in the field of MIR, including
music classification on genre [TC02, TC02, LOL03] or mood [LGH08, LLZ06] and music
recommendation [YGK+06, SYYT10]. However, most content features are used for the
studio recordings with high quality, and for the live recordings, whether they can work well
is still a question.
As we know, last decade has witnessed an explosion of musical data on the Internet. While
studio recordings provide music composed, recorded, mixed and mastered at the highest level
of control, detail, and intended quality, live concert music remain the only way to experience
music making and artistic expression in real time. So more and more users tend to upload
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mobile devices and Internet access become ubiquitous, it’s very easy for common audience to
record and upload the live music to Internet community. YouTube1, Youku4, and Nico Nico
Douga5 are now counted among the largest and most important sources of music information
and Twitter6, Facebook7 and Weibo8 are also popular platforms for sharing multimedia
resources with others who do not have the experience for the specific concert. Even for the
same concert the audio quality of live music recordings, however, varies significantly due to
different recording factors, such as environmental noises, locations, and recording devices.
Audio quality is regarded as a key aspect (in addition to mood, genre, artist, lyric and
expectation) that users take into consideration when rating the overall listening experience
of music [SüH13]. However, most popular video search engines have paid relatively little
attention to audio quality [LWC+13]. Intuitively, people would like recordings with better
audio quality to be ranked higher when searching for a live music performance of a song or
an artist. Audio quality assessment has thus presented an inevitable problem for modern
music retrieval systems [SEH13].
In the context of YouTube bootleg recordings (live music), audio quality may be assessed
from different aspects such as compression quality, recording equipment, environment, and
performance of the artists (instrumental or vocal). General audio quality is always evaluated
by the reference model, which compare the original signal and the received signal and decide
the quality. However, for live music we can not always have the reference signal. To obtain the
ground truth, we instruct the subjects to rank various live recordings (i.e., different versions)
of a song by the “overall audio quality” that summarizes all possible aspects mentioned above.
Therefore, the audio quality in this study is defined as a “subjective” metric determined by
the human annotations.
Because the limited application of audio quality in practical music search engine, we try to
improve video search by incorporating audio quality assessment. Using YouTube uploads of
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and propose a framework to solve the problem of audio quality assessment. Specifically, we
regard audio quality assessment as a re-ranking stage upon YouTube’s result in response
to a text query for a song. Indeed, implicit user feedback on YouTube for a recording
(e.g., rating, view count and comments) may serve as indicators of audio quality. However,
newly uploaded recordings or those performed by less known artists typically lack such user
feedback information. Therefore, the audio quality ranking problem calls for a content-based
approach. We try to establish our dataset and algorithm to solve the quality problem.
When searching music online, for common users, the first and foremost task in music search
is to express their high-level music information needs in a specific form of queries that
can be accepted by the search engine. However, this is not a trivial task. Because people
can perceive music through various dimensions, such as tempo, genre and mood, their
music information needs naturally involve multiple dimensions. As an everyday example, a
user may want some male-vocal rock songs with strong rhythm to listen to while jogging.
From the outset, he may not be familiar enough with musical terminologies to adequately
describe what he has in mind to the search engine without a list of options to choose from.
Between the user’s search intention and what he submits as the query, he is caught in the
“intention gap” [ZYM+10, HKL12], due to the difficulty of converting the intention into a
search-engine-friendly query. The user intention gap remains a major obstacle to meeting
the music information needs of users. We hope to build a new system which provides the
multidimensional query and intelligent and interactive feedback to help users express their
intention accurately.
1.2 Contribution
We first put forward the idea of audio quality of live music, which is not considered in current
music search engine. In details, the main contribution of the thesis can be summarized into
two parts:
• We are first to propose the research problem on audio quality assessment of live
music recordings [LWC+13]. The assessment procedure is formulated as a ranking
problem. First, two live music dataset for this task are established with human
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annotation (500 recordings) and synthetic (2,400 recordings). Then, signal processing
and machine learning techniques are employed to solve the problem. We analyze the
effect of the features, segmentations and different ranking algorithms by objective
evaluation on ranking accuracy (normalized discounted cumulative gain, NDCG) [JK02]
and subjective evaluation with metric (mean reciprocal rank, MRR). We explore
various segmentation methods and “segment-level” audio feature representations to
better account for the temporal characteristics of live music and develop a number
of integrated learning methods to enhance the capability of learning-to-rank. The
result with NDCG@5: 0.958 and MRRw: 0.608 implies we have achieve the significant
improvement on baseline system and our framework can be applied into the real
application in the music search engine considering audio quality.
• An Intelligent & Interactive Multidimensional mUsic Search Engine (i2MUSE) is
proposed [ZCZ+14]. The novel content-based search engine enables users to input
music queries with multiple dimensions efficiently and effectively. We have seven
abstract dimensions (tempo, beat strength, genre, mood, instrument, vocal and audio
quality) for users to set and also provide them suggestions on the settings by dimension
correlation analysis. Our interface supports weight adjustment on these dimensions
and real-time result preview. We also integrate recommendation into the search engine
in the specific application for health care.
1.3 Chapter Plan
The chapter structure of the rest of this thesis is as organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 surveys various other related works on audio quality assessment, music
structure analysis and segmentation, machine learning on ranking and multi-dimension
music search engine.
• Chapter 3 shows our solution for audio quality assessment and gives the details for
method, including three main parts: data collection, segmentation, learning to rank.
• Chapter 4 presents evaluation and result of our experiment with the discussion.
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• Chapter 5 introduces the implemented application for music search and recommenda-
tion.
• Chapter 6 and 7 concludes this thesis and shows a few future study directions.
Chapter 2
Literature Survey
2.1 Audio Quality Assessment
Research on audio quality can be traced back to the early 1990s, when its purpose was
to test the performance of devices, codecs or telecommunication network by measuring
the audio quality degradation between the original sender signal (termed reference) and
the receiver signal. Initially, sound quality assessment was carried out through subjective
test [Int97, Int03b]. By comparing the reference sound, subjects rated the overall quality
of the tested sound (distorted sound) using a five-point score (Table 2.1) based on the
ITU-RBS.1284 standard [Int03a]. Subjective test can achieve reliable results, but it is
time-consuming and expensive to scale up for real-life applications with much larger volume
of data.
Table 2.1: A five-point grading scale for subjective sound quality test
Score Quality Impairment
5 Exellent Imperceptible
4 Good Perceptible but not annoying
3 Fair Slightly Annoying
2 Poor Annoying
1 Bad Very annoying
6
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2.1.1 Audio Quality Standardization
To solve the problem, some objective assessment methods were then developed to automate
the assessment procedure. The early approaches compared the test sound with the reference
one and quantified their differences using conventional measures, such as signal-to-noise
ratio and total harmonic distortion, derived based on engineering principles. However,
their performance was no match against that of methods incorporating the psychoacoustic
characteristics of human auditory system. Moreover, as more non-linear and non-stationary
distortions appear, the shortcomings of these algorithms became more evident. To emulate
the subjective assessment process, researchers constructed perceptual models by taking into
account multiple psychoacoustic phenomena (e.g., absolute hearing threshold and masking)
of human auditory system. For example, Karjalainen [Kar85] was one of the first to use
the auditory model, such as the noise loudness, for sound quality assessment. Brandenburg
explored the level difference between the noise signal and the mask threshold, and proposed
a noise-to-mask ratio for audio quality assessment [Bra87, BS92]. Brandenburg’s method
was later extended to include the mean opinion scores [SGHK95, Spo97].
All these efforts eventually led to the standardization of perceptual evaluation of audio
quality (PEAQ) [Int98, Thi99, TTB+00, TS00, Int03b] and of speech quality (PESQ) [Int01].
PEAQ is a standardized algorithm developed in 1994-1998 by a joint venture of experts
within Task Group 6Q of the International Telecommunication Union’s Radiocommunication
Sector (ITU-R). It utilizes software to simulate perceptual properties of the human ear and
then, integrate multiple model output variables (MOV) into a single metric. PEAQ performs
quite well on most of the test signals [TTB+00, TS00]. However, it mainly focuses on
low-bit-rate coded signals with small impairments. Therefore, recent research has honed
PEAQ in several aspects. Barbedo [BL05] developed a new cognitive model to map the
output perceptual models to subjective ratings. Huber et al. [HK06] proposed a novel audio
quality assessment method and extended the range of distortions on speech and music signals.
More works are summarized in [CJG09, dLFdJ+08, TTB+00].
As we see, most objective standards refer to the quality assessment of generic sound or speech
with reference-based methods. They were developed to test or compare multimedia devices,
codecs and network for high-end audio or video services (e.g., VoIP and telepresence services).
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Moreover, both the reference signal and the distorted signal processed by the test system
were available and generally well aligned. However, for “bootleg” recordings generated by
common users, typically there are no reference recording due to the extemporaneous factors
of the performers and the recording conditions of the audiences. These standardization can
not be directly utilized to evaluate the quality of the live music recordings.
2.1.2 Research on Audio Quality of Multimedia Signals
Non-reference quality assessment for multimedia signals (speech, image and video) has also
been studied for years, and many excellent reviews have been available. Rix et al. adopted the
reconstructed speech signal as a semi-reference to assess the speech quality [RBK+06, MBK06].
Kennedy and Naaman employed the audio fingerprinting of different video clips of the same
concert event as cues for creating high-quality concert video mashups [KN09]. Saini et
al. evaluated the quality of visual channel in live performance videos for creating better
quality video mashups [SGYO12]. Hemami and Reibman reviewed many related works for
designing effective non-reference quality estimator for images and videos [HR10]. In [LJK11],
Lin et al. provided a comprehensive survey on a variety of perceptual visual quality
metrics that facilitate the prediction of image quality according to human perception. They
subsequently developed a regression-based multi-metric fusion method [LLK13] for image
quality assessment with very outstanding results.
2.1.3 Research on Audio Quality of Music
Research on the audio quality assessment for music signals is relatively new. Factors in
terms of both objective audio features and subjective human perceptions have been explored.
Wilson and Fazenda [WF13] studied the correlations between objective measurements
(e.g., timbre, amplitude, rhythm, spatial features, and predicted emotional features) and
subjective perceptual qualities. They aimed to predict the quality score via audio features.
Recently, [AHF13] proposed their method to identify a song recording is live or studio via
supervised learning. With a wide range of features, including MFCCs, timbre features,
LPCCs, MPEG-7, psycho-acoustic features and beat histogram, a classification was trained
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with SVM, KNN and some other algorithms. In [AHD+13, MBG+13], automatic singing
quality assessment systems were developed using either vocal similarity computation or
support vector machine (SVM) classification technique. However, perceptual audio quality
involves much more than the vocal aspects. We are first to do the research work on the
audio quality of live music in [LWC+13];
2.2 Music Search Engine
The traditional search engine is text-based and operates in the order: web crawling, indexing
and searching. Current most music search engines are also with the same schema such as
Last.fm1, Allmusic2 and Xiami3. Users can search the music with song title or artist name,
also can search music by some keywords (e.g., tags and genres). Recently, some content-based
music search engines (summarized in [TWV05]) were proposed and available online. Two
main groups of MIR systems for content-based searching can be distinguished, systems for
searching audio data and systems for searching notated music. These search engines accept
the audio input, then extract perceptionally relevant features and match the target tracks in
the data set. However, compared with traditional schema, they are not used widely. We will
summarize two new types of music search engine: Multidimensional and Personalized Search
Engine.
2.2.1 Research on Multidimensional Music Search Engine
For common users, the first and foremost task in music search is to express their high-level
music information needs in a specific form of queries that can be accepted by search engines.
However, this is not a trivial task. With text-based search engine, people can not always
express their query in a string of words. Because they may not express the query with some
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music. Between the user’s search intention and what he submits as the query, he is caught in
the "intention gap” [ZYM+10, HKL12], due to the difficulty of converting the intention into a
search-engine-friendly query. Multidimensional music search engines (MMSEs) are proposed
to solve the problem by providing the users to express their query on musical dimensions.
With the general description of the required music, MMSEs can find the candidate songs.
Now, a few MMSEs have been proposed by researchers supporting multidimensional queries
directly on a graphical interface [TWV05, PCC+12, ZSXW09, LL11]. For example, MuMa4
includes dimensions such as chord, genre, mood and date. Various categories of genre and
mood are visually listed on MuMa’s query interface so that users can click on these categories
to organize the queries. Musicovery5 has a graphical mood panel to search by mood, together
with genre and tag information. A domain-specific search engine for gait training [LXH+10]
was developed based on four dimensions: tempo, tempo stability, beat strength and ethnic
style. The therapists can search some suitable music for Parkinson’s disease patients in
rhythmic auditory stimulation (RAS), even though they do not know the name of the song.
However, to satisfy all the patients, it’s still not enough with MMSEs. Because different
patients have different preference, personalized search engine is essential in this case.
2.2.2 Research on Personalized Music Search Engine
Personalized search refers to search experiences that are tailored specifically to an individual’s
interests by incorporating information about the individual beyond specific query provided.
Pitkow et al. described two general approaches to personalizing search results, one involving
modifying the user’s query and the other re-ranking search results [PSC+02]. Generic
search engines, as pioneered by Google in 2004, have become far more complex with the
goal to “understand exactly what you mean and give you exactly what you want.” They
are believed to use some user information, including user language, location, and web
history [SG05]. However, personalized search can help improve the quality of decisions
consumers make [Die03], when facing overwhelming amount of information.
4http://muma.labs.exalead.com
5http://musicovery.com
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Personalized search engine for music also has been introduced for years. All the search
engines are developed in two directions:
• Re-rank the search result based on traditional music search engine. In [SMB07] and
some online music service1,2, they utilized the user information, including user profile,
search history, and preference, to re-rank the search results and improve the accuracy.
• Recommend potential music in the retrieval. In this direction, most work tried to learn
user preference and find the suitable songs. In [WXC+05, WRW12, LL07], they used
recommendation techniques to find music for daily activities, such as running, reading
and so on. Generally, they were context-aware based. Some other works recommended
music with social [SM95] and emotion [KCSL05] information.
In fact, personalized music search engines always try to understand the user intention
specifically. In the literature, a number of recommendation techniques trying to predict the
interest of the user into a particular item are mentioned [SFS06]:
• Content-based [BHC+98]: items with properties similar to the ones that the user liked
in the past are recommended.
• Demographic [BHC+98]: items that users with properties similar to the current users
liked in the past are recommended.
• Collaborative [GNOT92]: the choices of people that liked similar objects as the current
users are recommended.
To implement the personalized music search engine in our system, we can utilize Million
Song Dataset (MSD) [BMEWL11] with the user rating information.
Chapter 3
The Approach for Music Quality Assessment
To assess the audio quality of live music, we design a non-reference approach with signal
processing and machine learning techniques. In this chapter, we introduce the framework
of the method and two important components in the process: Music Segmentation and
Learning-to-rank.
3.1 Framework
Suppose that users would like to search for the live recordings of a particular song on
YouTube. They usually give a query with the artist name and song title in text, with which
YouTube will return a list of videos matching the query. Our goal is to re-rank the audio
quality of the retrieved live recordings according to human perception. We assume that each
recording has no context information about its audio quality, so that the ranking task should
be based solely on the audio content, and develop our framework (Figure. 3.1) accordingly.
Now, we provide an overview of the framework as well as highlight the novel components
(see Section 3.2 and Section 3.3).
3.1.1 Data Collection
The leftmost block of Figure. 3.1 presents the data collection, which is conducted in three
steps:
1. Determine a set of query songs. We first selected four music genres: rock, pop,
country and electronic. For each genre, we then used the Last.fm API to determine
12
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Figure 3.1: The system framework includes three parts: Data collection, Segmentation
and Learning to Rank.
the top artists and their representative songs as the query songs.
2. Download relevant live versions of each query song. For each query song, we
retrieved “bootleg” videos from YouTube with the query format of “artist name + song
title + live”. Then, we manually selected and downloaded several relevant recordings1
from the top ranked results to ensure the diversity of audio quality among different
live versions. The set of relevant recordings for a query song is called a query song
group (QSG) throughout the paper.
3. Collect/Generate audio quality labels. Labels were obtained using two methods.
First, we recruited subjects to annotate the relative ratings and the rank orders among
different versions within a QSG according to their perceived quality. Second, we
added various noise effects to the clean recording to synthesize a number of noisy
versions [CBWW10].
The above procedure seeks to ensure that a QSG’s underlying labels could reflect the
difference in audio quality instead of that in musical content (i.e. melody, harmony, rhythm,
etc.). Because all versions in a QSG present the same song by the same artist, subjects could
more easily focus on comparing the audio quality among different versions without being
1YouTube may return the music recordings of other song, artist, or even non-live version that are irrelevant
to the query in the top results.
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affected by the musical content. We eventually constructed the following three datasets.
• ADB-H contains 500 recordings, i.e., 100 QSGs × 5 versions, with the annotation-
s/ratings given by 60 subjects. Each of the five versions within a QSG is annotated/rated
by at least three subjects. Their scores, ranging from 1 (good audio quality) to 5 (bad
audio quality), are averaged to give the final label of each version.
• ADB-S consists of 2,400 recordings, i.e., 300 QSGs × (1 clean + 7 synthetic versions),
with generated labels. Labels for this dataset are designed with different noise effects,
with the clean version labeled as “best” and all synthetic noisy versions as “poor” in
three levels.
• NDB comprises of 1,000 recordings, i.e., 100 QSGs × 10 versions, dedicated to subjective
evaluation. It originally contained no label information.
3.1.2 Audio Feature Sets
To learn the audio quality ranking function, we exploited three types of frame-level audio
features based on MIRToolbox [FZ01] and Chroma Toolbox [ME].
• Low-level features (13 dim). The feature set includes root-mean-square, brightness,
zero-crossing rate, spectral flux, rolloff at 85%, rolloff at 95%, and spectral statistics
(i.e., centroid, spread, skewness, kurtosis, entropy, flatness, and irregularity).
• Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (39 dim). This feature set contains static MFCCs,
delta MFCCs, and delta-delta MFCCs.
• Psychoacoustic features (20 dim). This feature set covers loudness, sharpness, roughness,
and tonality features (i.e., key clarity, mode, harmonic change, and the normalized
chroma weights).
All the feature sets are extracted with the same frame decomposition of 50 ms and 50% hop
size to ensure easy alignment; each frame corresponds to a feature vector.
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3.1.3 Machine Learning for Ranking
As introduced in Section 1, the assessment procedure is formulated as a ranking problem.
We utilize the learning-to-rank algorithms to solve the problem. Suppose that we have a
dataset S with M QSGs s(i), i = 1,. . ., M . For a s(i), there are Ni component versions v(i)j ,
j =1,. . ., Ni, where each version has an audio feature vector x
(i)
j and the corresponding rank
label y(i)j . For different types of labels, y
(i)
j can be numerical values or rank order between 1
and Ni, binary notation {0, 1}.
In the training phase, the objective is to learn a ranking function f(x) that minimizes the




l(f ;X (i),Y(i)) + λ‖f‖, (3.1)
where l(·) is the query-level loss function, X (i) = {x(i)j }Nij=1, Y(i) = {y(i)j }Nij=1, and λ is the
parameter for the regularizer‖ · ‖ of f . Such a learning objective can be solved by many
existing LTR algorithms. From Eq. 3.1, one can observe that we only consider the rank
relationship among different versions of the same QSG. In other words, the LTR algorithm
does not compare between v(i)j and v
(i′)
j′ , where i 6= i′, as the difference in musical content
could overpower the difference in audio quality during the learning process. In the test
phase, we can rank the order of the component versions of an unseen QSG, X † = {x†j}Nij=1,
by sorting the scores {f(x†j)}Nij=1.
According to their input/output representations and loss functions, learning-to-rank algo-
rithms can be categorized into three groups – pointwise, pairwise, and listwise – all of which
can be used in our framework.
• MART [Fri01], a pointwise approach, was implemented via RankLib [Dan]. Audio
quality labels were converted to numerical scores to fit its input type.
• SVM-Rank [Joa02], a pairwise approach, was implemented via the SVMrank tool [Joa06].
For this approach, we converted the labels into the pairwise ordering of the versions
from each QSG.
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• AdaRank [WBSG10], a listwise approach, needs the labels of each QSG to be converted
into a ranked list. We also utilized RankLib for implementing AdaRank.
3.1.4 Baseline
As introduced in last Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, we can build a baseline without additional
processing. First, for each recording, we derived its song-level audio feature representation by
concatenating the mean and standard deviation of all the frame-level feature vectors, which
has 144 dimensions. Then, with the annotation labels for its quality, we have the training and
test data. Incorporating with the algorithms (MART, SVM-Rank and AdaRank), the models
are trained and we can obtain the performance of the baseline with 10-fold cross-validation.
As can be seen, the baseline neglects the temporal characteristics of a live music performance
with song-level features. They are the simple concatenation the mean and standard deviation
of its frame-level feature vectors, with the assumption that each section of a recording
contributes equally to the overall quality of the recording. However, the audio quality among
sections is in fact variable, and different sections of a song may evoke different noise tolerance
in human perception. For instance, cheers and screams tend to take place at the beginning
and the end of a song other than at the main theme. Generally, they do not affect the
overall quality perception of a recording, as the audiences mostly become quiet when the
main theme (e.g., vocal or instrument solo) unfolds. Besides, the loudness of live music is
by nature time-varying. Sectional distortions may be presented in overly loud events such
as chorus, drum solo, and big rock ending, because the sound volume has much exceeded
the capability of the microphone on the handhold device. Moreover, the baseline need
compute the audio features for all the frames of a recording, a computationally expensive
undertaking. Generally, the baseline is a rough approach and may lose catching all the
important information in the music.
Considering these limitation, we need to improve the baseline’s efficiency and effectiveness
simultaneously. By analyzing the structure of the recording, we may find a short segment
to well represent the whole recording, instead of using all the frames throughout the entire
recording. In the baseline, we adopted a single LTR model for one system at a time. However,
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a lot of literature [Bre96, MO99, Rok10] has shown that system fusion usually results in
better generalizability, as it is more capable in preventing over-fitting of the training data.
In the following, the improvement of the baseline is presented: Segmentation and System
Fusion Study.
3.1.5 Segmentation
Since the audio quality of a recording is by nature time-varying, and different sections could
involve different noise tolerances, our solution is to explore the audio features at the segment
level and use either an individual segment or a combination of segments for later tasks. As
all the component versions in a QSG perform the same song, we assume they have the same
musical structure and sequence but differ in temporal positions. Therefore, we must couple
the corresponding segments (representing same content) so that their temporal orders can
be preserved.
To do so, we propose two schemes to fulfill our requirements, namely equalization-based scheme
and structure-based scheme (Figure. 3.1). In the former, we assume that the segmented
sections should be evenly distributed in a recording and apply uniform segmentation to a
QSG’s reference version, which is determined in advance. Then, we align the other versions
to the reference by mapping the segment boundaries of the reference onto them. For the
structure-based scheme, we first analyze the music structural sections (e.g., intro, verse,
chorus, bridge, and outro) independently for each version. Then, for each QSG, the segments
from different versions are aligned and coupled based on the reference version. We will
devote Section 3.2 to a detailed explanation of these two schemes.
3.1.6 System Fusion
System fusion typically leads to better performance than a single system if certain diversity
can be taken into account by multiple component systems [LLK13, LZY+14].
Because fusion can reduce the risk of being misled in case a system either has the wrong
hypothesis for the underlying task or overfits to biased data, its advantage is unlikely to be
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task- or data-dependent [Rok10, Pol06]. Given the segments of a recording and the three
LTR algorithms, we propose various combination strategies to rank audio quality more
effectively (see Section 3.3 for more details).
3.2 Segmentation and Segment Coupling
3.2.1 Equalization-based Scheme
For the equalization-based scheme, we first determine the reference version in each query
song group (QSG) and apply uniform segmentation. We then align all the other versions to
the reference to obtain the segment coupling information in all the versions.
3.2.1.1 Uniform Segmentation
In the LTR training phase, the audio quality of all recordings are human-labeled, and the
best quality version of each QSG serves as the reference to which other versions are aligned.
We assume that the reference version presents its musical content (e.g., melody, timbre, and
tempo) the most clearly and completely within a QSG.
We employ the uniform segmentation strategy to analyze how different sections of a song
influence its audio quality as a whole. For simplicity, we do not yet analyze the song’s
musical structure. Suppose that the dataset S contains M QSGs s(i), i = 1, . . . ,M . For
each QSG s(i), we denote the reference version as v(i)? and the other versions as {v(i)t }N−1t=1 .
Then, we uniformly segment the reference version v(i)∗ into K sections with equal length
(number of frames), and the K − 1 boundaries are denoted as B(i) = {β(i)1 , . . . , β(i)K−1}, where
β
(i)
k = round(k · η
(i)
?
K ), and η
(i)
? is the number of frames of v
(i)
? .
3.2.1.2 Alignment Based on DTW and Chroma Features
Extensive research has been carried out on audio alignment for various applications, includ-
ing audio-to-score [CSS+07], lyrics-to-audio [LC08], and audio-to-audio retrieval [MKC05].
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a widely used method for aligning two audio signals. It
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can be incorporated with any kind of musical features that carry the temporal changes of
the audio signal, such as the time domain signal, spectrum, MFCCs, and chroma.
Chroma, a subset in psychoacoustic features (cf. Section 3.1.2), was proposed by Fujishima
in the context of a chord recognition system [Fuj99]. It is an enhanced pitch distribution
that describes the relative intensity of each of the 12 pitch classes of the equal-tempered
scale within a frame and sketches out the harmonic components of musical content.
In particular, we note that Müller et al. [MKC05, ME10] developed several enhanced chroma
features, which are more robust to variations such as dynamic, timbre, articulation and local
tempo deviation, to better capture the harmonic progression of the audio signal. As a result,
the audio matching can be more accurate between different versions of a song. For the audio
alignment task, we thus adopt these features as implemented by Chroma Toolbox [ME].
Given two vector sequences X = { ~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xA} of length A and Y = { ~y1, ~y2, . . . , ~yB} of
length B, where ~x and ~y are d-dimensional frame-based chroma feature vectors, we derive
the cost of DTW based on the Euclidean distance between two chroma vectors ~x and ~y,





j=1 cost( ~x1, ~yj) if a = 1∑a
i=1 cost(~xi, ~y1) if b = 1
cost( ~xa, ~yb) + min{C(a-1, b),
C(a, b-1), C(a-1, b-1)} otherwise.
(3.2)
Finally, we setup a sequence of warping path P = {(a1, b1), , . . . , (aH , bH)}, where ai ∈ [1, A]
and bi ∈ [1, B] respectively indicate the ai-th frame in X and the bi-th frame in sequence Y ,
to map between two chroma sequences X and Y . To perform back-tracking on p, we use the
following rule,
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pi−1 =

(1, b− 1) if a = 1
(a− 1, 1) if b = 1
arg min{C(i-1, j-1),
C(i-1, j), C(i, j-1)} otherwise.
(3.3)
The optimal warping path can be calculated in polynomial time. We implement DTW by
utilizing the tool developed by Ellis [Ell] for better efficiency.
To align different versions of a song, we perform the DTW alignment between v(i)? and
v
(i)
t , for t = 1, . . . , N − 1, to obtain the corresponding optimal warping paths, denoted by
{P (i)?,t }N−1t=1 . For the dataset, the alignment requires performing DTW (N − 1)×M times.
Finally, for each frame in v(i)t we can find its mapped frame index in v
(i)




To obtain γ(i)t,k, the mapped frame index of a version v
(i)
t with respect to β
(i)
k , we find the
first point that has (β(i)k , ·) in P (i)?,t . It is because there could be more than one frame in v(i)t
that are aligned to the frame β(i)k in v
(i)
? . For example, suppose β
(i)
1 = 500 yields a series
of corresponding points {(500, 588), (500, 589), (500, 590)} in P (i)?,1 for v(i)1 . We will then set
γ
(i)
1,1 = 588. Given the aligned frame indices as applied to all the versions in a QSG, we can
get the K coupled segments for each version, in which the k-th segment is denoted by F (i)t,k .
3.2.2 Structure-based Scheme
Automatic music structure analysis and segmentation have been studied for years, and
many methods have been proposed [PMK10]. It has become a regular task, known as the
“Structural Segmentation” task, in MIREX since 20092. For popular music, the musical
structure oftentimes contains sections such as intro, verse, chorus, bridge, and outro, among
which the verse and chorus sections, in particular, are usually repeated throughout a song.
2http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/MIREX_HOME
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Our intuition is that different ‘meaningful’ musical sections of a song can evoke different
perceptions in audio quality. Therefore, we utilize two structural segmentation tools, namely
the Echo Nest API Analyzer3 and Segmentino4 [CMD+13], to obtain the homogeneous
segments, which we then use to determine the audio quality ranking. We now propose
two methods, confidence-aware method (cf. Section 3.2.2.1) and label-aware method (cf.
Section 3.2.2.2), based on the above two tools, respectively.
3.2.2.1 Confidence-aware (CA) Method
In the CA method, every segment from different versions is coupled with a certain segment
in the reference version based on its temporal order within the recording and the confidence
values as given by the Echo Nest API Analyzer.
Firstly, we use the API to segment each version individually. Musical structure analysis can
be regarded as a stochastic process, since even human subjects cannot provide consistent
results. The Analyzer identifies segments that maintain the homogeneity of each segment in
rhythm and timbre as well as outputs a confidence value (a probability between 0 and 1) for
each segment. A high confidence score implies high reliability of its corresponding attribute
accordingly.
We then select the reference version (see Section 3.2.1) and, based on the Analyzer’s results,
its most K confident segments. To preserve the temporal order while mapping the segments
from other versions to the selected K segments of the reference version, we propose a dynamic
selection algorithm called temporal order preservation alignment. Specifically, we compute a
segment-wise distance matrix (cf. Eq. 3.2, minimum edit distance) D ∈ RK×T between v(i)?
and any other versions v(i)t , t = 1, . . . , N − 1, where T is the number of segments identified
in v(i)t . A segment is represented by concatenating the mean and standard deviation of its
frame-based chroma vectors. Then, we derive the corresponding cost matrix C ∈ RK×T by
3http://developer.echonest.com/
4Segmentino is a toolkit for automatic music structural segmentation developed by Centre for Digital
Music, Queen Mary University of London. The Segmentino vamp plug-in can be easily configured for batch
segmentation.
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C(i, j) =

D(i, j) if i = 1, j = 1, . . . , T
mini−1≤r<j{C(i− 1, r)}+D(i, j)
if i > 1 and 0 ≤ j − i < T −K
∞ otherwise.
(3.4)
To select K coupled segments from v(i)t , denoted by F
(i)
t,k , k = 1, . . . ,K, we backtrack
the matrix C from the minimum value on C(K, ·) and obtain the warping path for the
corresponding K segments in v(i)t efficiently. The constraints on r and j, where i− 1 ≤ r < j
and 0 ≤ j − i < T −K, in Eq. 3.4 ensure that {F (i)t,k }Kk=1 are distinct and in temporal order
according to the reference segments.
3.2.2.2 Label-aware (LA) Method
In the LA method, segments from different versions with the same section label (i.e., notation
representing a possible homogeneous musical section) are coupled. Specifically, we first apply
Segmentino to identify the sections for each recording individually, and each section here is
regarded as a segment for consistency. The result of Segmentino of a recording is an out-file
containing a set of segments with the section label (such as ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘N’), starting
timestamp and duration. If a label, say ‘X’, is given to multiple segments within a recording,
we concatenate all the ‘X’ audio segments into a chain. We assume that all chains with the
same label are musically similar in their duration, repetition frequency, and importance to
audio quality. During the LTR training phase, the ‘X’ chain of version is coupled with its
counterpart in other versions. For simplicity, the LTR algorithm only considers the segments
or chains with a label that appears in every version within a QSG5, termed a valid label.
For LA, we denote a segment or a chain of v(i)t by F
(i)
t,k , where k is the index of a section
label, and the number of section labels, K, corresponds to the number of valid labels.
5Segmentino names a section label according to the order of English letter, i.e., starting from ‘A’, and so
on. Therefore, a label that appears only in few versions (not all versions) is usually named by latter English
letter and considered less important.
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3.3 Fusion Strategy
This section discusses the two combination strategies: early fusion and late fusion. Early
fusion refers to the feature-level combination and late fusion the decision-level fusion [SWS05].
3.3.1 Early Fusion
In the segmentation and coupling stage, we have obtained the coupled segments {F (i)t,k }N,K
(i)
t=1,k=1
for all component versions of a QSG. For segment-level feature representation, we concatenate
the mean and standard deviation of a segment’s frame-level feature vectors (see Section 3.1.2).
To achieve the early fusion, we create the song-level representation of a recording by





t,2 , . . . ,x
(i) T
t,K(i)
]T , where x(i)t,k is the segment-level feature vector of F
(i)
t,k . Finally, we
can use X(i)t as the song-level feature vector for the LTR algorithms.
3.3.2 Late Fusion
Late fusion consists of two strategies: segment-wise fusion and model-wise fusion.
3.3.2.1 Segment-wise Fusion
Segment-wise fusion trains the LTR models with segment-level instances instead of song-level
ones and predicts the song-level ranking score by fusing the segment-level ones. More precisely,
suppose that a version v(i)t of a QSG s(i) contains the rank label y
(i)
t and K(i) number of
segment-level feature vectors {x(i)t,k}K
(i)







l(fseg;Z(i)k ) + λ‖fseg‖, (3.5)
where fseg is the segment-level ranking function, and Z(i)k = {(x(i)t,k, y(i)t )}Nt=1 is a coupled
segment tuple set. From Eq. 3.5, it can be seen that, the rank label of a recording is shared
by its component segments, and we are only concerned with the comparison of segments
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that are coupled together in a QSG. Such strategy is like generating more training QSGs,
i.e., Z(i)k , in the segment level. In the test phase, let X †t = {x†t,k}K
†
k=1 denote a test recording
with K† segment-level feature vectors, and the song-level ranking score can be derived by








Note that, in the process of segmentation, the equalization-based scheme and the confidence-
aware method in the structure-based scheme require a reference version. However, the
selection of the reference version is impossible in the LTR test phase, as the quality labels
of a test QSG are not available. Our approach is to conduct a pilot prediction for the best
quality version as the reference in a test QSG. The underlying procedures are basically those
of the equalization-based scheme (cf. Section 3.2.1) without performing alignment.
Specifically, we first apply uniform segmentation (K = 5) individually to every component
version of each QSG and directly couple the segments from different versions according to
their temporal order. Then, we employ SVM-Rank to train a pilot LTR model following
Eq. 3.5 on the training set. Finally, the reference version of a test QSG can be pre-estimated
by the pilot LTR model following Eq. 3.6.
3.3.2.2 Method-wise Fusion
In Section 3.1.3, we have introduced three learning-to-rank algorithms: MART, SVM-Rank
and AdaRank. Multiple LTR models can be learned individually with various settings, by
choosing between the three LTR algorithms, song-level or segment-level, single or concate-
nated segment-level features, and entire or partial audio feature set. Because the output
scores from the different models are on different scales, we perform the song-level decision
fusion based on ranking ensemble [LWW10, LWWL11].
In other words, instead of directly fusing the raw ranking scores (cf. Eq. 3.6), each model
assigns an integer rank order to each version, and the final ranking score is derived by
averaging the assigned rank orders of different models. Such procedure can be formulated as
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follows





rank(fθ(X †t ); Σ), (3.7)
where {fθ}Θθ=1 are a set of LTR models, and function rank(σ; Σ) outputs the integer rank
order of score σ in the set of scores Σ = {fθ(X †t )}Nt=1.
Chapter 4
Experiment and Result
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we conduct both objective and
subjective evaluations (see Table 4.1 for their configurations). We implement baseline model
with single LTR algorithm and compare the performance of different audio feature sets on
the assessment. Moreover, three segmentation methods–equalization-based scheme (ES),
label-aware (LA) method and confidence-aware (CA) method)–are implemented to separate
a song into multiple (K) segments (cf. Section 3.2) and fusion strategies (cf. Section 3.3) are
applied to refine the system. Each segment is represented by concatenating the mean and
standard deviation of its frame-level feature vectors, leading to an 144-dimensional vector
containing all three sets of audio features (cf. Section 3.1.2). Three LTR algorithms, MART,
SVM-Rank, and AdaRank, (cf. Section 3.1.3) are implemented to learn the audio quality
based ranking.
For objective evaluation, we rely primarily on using the human-annotated dataset ADB-H,
as it reflects real human perception. In addition, because all the component versions in a
QSG of ADB-H are intrinsically different recordings (instead of differing only in various
noise levels developed in ADB-S), it makes more sense to perform alignment for coupling
segments in the ADB-H case.
Specifically, we first study the performance of our baseline and a Random model. Then we
analyze the early fusion strategy in three aspects.
• Effect of various K values using SVM-Rank.
• Effect of different segmentation methods (ES, CA, and LA) under the three LTR
models.
26
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Table 4.1: Summary table for all the experiment settings in the evaluation.
Evaluation Segmentation Segment # LTR model Fusion method Result Description
Objective
Baseline - ALL - Figure 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 Baseline and Feature Sets
ES K ∈ [1, 10] SVM-Rank - Figure 4.5 Exploration for K
ES K = 5, 8 Early fusion Table 4.2 and Figure 4.6 Study on the performance
CA K = 5 MART, or non-fusion Table 4.3 of early fusion and of
LA K = 4 SVM-Rank, Table 4.4 each individual segment
ES, CA, LA optimum and AdaRank
Late fusion
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 Late fusion study
ES, CA, LA optimum Table 4.7 Efficiency analysis
Subjective Baseline vs ES K = 8 Table 4.8 Test on NDB
• Effect of different individual segments on the overall audio quality.
Next, we evaluate the performance of the two late fusion strategies and compare them with
early fusion. Finally, we examine the efficiency of our system using only the best segments,
i.e., the single segment that best predicts the overall audio quality of its originated recording.
For subjective evaluation, we use both ADB-H and the synthetic dataset, ADB-S, to train
LTR models and test on the un-annotated dataset NDB. However, the synthetic versions of
a QSG in ADB-S have been generated from the clean version, which means that all versions
within a QSG ideally have the same chroma sequences. Therefore, we only adopt uniform
segmentation without alignment for ADB-S. In addition, we apply the optimal settings, such
as the best-performing LTR model and parameters, derived in the objective evaluation.
4.1 Objective Evaluation
4.1.1 Performance Metric
We perform 10-fold cross validation to measure the quantitative performance. The normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [JK02], a widely used metric in information retrieval, is
adopted to measure the ranking performance. To calculate NDCG, the discounted cumulative
gain (DCG) at a particular rank position P is first calculated by penalizing the score gain
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where reli is the ground truth label of the recording at position i. The DCG value is then





where IDCG@P serves as the normalization term that guarantees the ideal NDCG@P is
1. Because each QSG has five different versions in ADB-H and eight in ADB-H, we use
NDCG@5 and NDCG@8 for ADB-H and ADB-S as the performance measure, respectively.
4.1.2 Baseline
4.1.2.1 Random Model
The Random Model method generates a permutation randomly for ranking the versions in
each test query song group without accounting for their audio quality. We repeat the random
permutation 10 times for each test query song group and calculate the average performance.
For each LTR algorithm, we perform a 10-fold cross-validation and calculate the average
performance.
4.1.2.2 Performance of Baseline
As introduced in Section 3.1.4, the baseline concatenates all the audio feature sets into a
single vector representation. All the LTR models are trained with the binary or the ranking
labels (both pertaining to overall quality) of either the ADB-H or the ADB-S dataset.
Figure 4.1 presents the average NDCG@5 on ADB-H. First, all LTR algorithms significantly
(p < 0.01) outperform Random in all cases, demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed
approach. Trained with binary labels, MART, SVM-Rank, and AdaRank outdo Random
by 11%, 17%, and 8%, respectively; with ranking labels, 16%, 17%, and 15%, respectively.



































Figure 4.2: Performance based on overall quality using the binary and ranking labels of
ADB-S.
Second, SVM-Rank achieves the best ranking performance of the three LTR algorithms.
Interestingly, the performance difference between SVM-Rank and the other two are larger
with binary labels than with ranking labels. This may be attributed to the difference of
learning criteria among the three LTR approaches. For pairwise approach, the learning
criteria do not compare training examples with the same binary labels, e.g., the approach
does not need to discriminate the feature difference between two “Good” quality examples.
While for the other two approaches, the feature difference between two “Good” quality
examples are still taken into account, leading to certain randomness or contradiction during
the learning process.
Figure 4.2 presents the the average NDCG@8 on ADB-S. MART, SVM-Rank, and AdaRank


































Figure 4.4: Performance of SVM-Rank on ADB-S using different audio feature sets.
also significantly (p < 0.01) outperform Random with improvements of 31%, 93%, and 71%
for binary labels and 31%, 51%, and 41% for ranking labels, respectively. Moreover, SVM-
Rank achieves a remarkable performance of about 99% for both binary and ranking labels.
In sum, SVM-Rank has achieved the best performance among the three LTR algorithms on
both ADB-H and ADB-S.
4.1.2.3 Effect of Feature Sets
Using SVM-Rank, we compare the performance among different audio feature sets, namely
low-level, MFCCs, psychoacoustic, and all three together. For ADB-H and ADB-S, we train
SVM-Rank with the binary and ranking labels and show the result in Figure 4.3 and 4.4.
In almost all cases, we observe that both the low-level and psychoacoustic feature sets achieve
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better performance than MFCCs, as does the all-concatenated feature set. Since MFCCs are
developed to capture the spectral envelope based on human audition system, they tend to
carry much more information about the musical content instead of the noise, and hence are
less capable of identifying the difference in audio quality we are interested in. As shown in
Figure 4.4, this phenomenon is more evident for ADB-S, in which all the noisy versions are
generated directly from the clean one.
From Figure 4.3, we observe that the performance of the low-level and psychoacoustic feature
sets with the numerical labels are very consistent with NDCG@5 ≈ 93%. Except in the
case of environmental aspect, using low-level features always leads to superior performance,
further demonstrating its effectiveness and robustness in this task.
4.1.3 Effect of K for Equalization-based Scheme (ES)
With the result of Baseline, we now present the result with segmentation. We first study
how K, the number of segments, affects the overall quality ranking. We adopt SVM-Rank
(performing best in baseline), and set K ∈ [1, 10], where the cases of K > 1 correspond to
ES with early fusion for feature representation. If K = 5, for instance, the feature vector has
5× 144 = 720 dimensions. Figure 4.5 compares the performances (NDCG@5) across different
K values. We note that applying segmentation (i.e., K > 1) can improve the performance of
our task. Furthermore, K can be critical to the performance. For example, the performance
varies significantly when we segment a recording into 7 and 8 segments. In the end, K = 8
achieves the best performance, followed by K = 5.
4.1.4 Early Fusion Study for Equalization-based Scheme (ES)
In the rightmost four columns of Table 4.21, we compare the performance of ES with early
fusion to those of the Random method and the Baseline system. When ES is applied,
MART, SVM-Rank, AdaRank outperform Random by 18.9%, 21.5%, 16.3%, respectively,
and Baseline by 2.6%, 4.4%, 1.4%, respectively. All the improvement margins have passed
1Note that ? marks optimal performance of the table throughout the paper.
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Figure 4.5: Performance study on ES using SVM-Rank with different numbers of segments.
Table 4.2: Performance comparison among ES, Baseline and Random.
Setting
ES (best individual segment) ES (early fusion) Baseline [LWC+13] Random
K = 5 K = 8 K = 5 K = 8 K = 1 -
MART 0.904 (Seg-3) 0.908 (Seg-3) 0.911 0.889 0.888
0.766SVM-Rank 0.914 (Seg-2) 0.911 (Seg-3) 0.926 0.931? 0.892
AdaRank 0.877 (Seg-2) 0.873 (Seg-4) 0.891 0.884 0.879
the significance t-test, with p-value ≤ 0.01 for Random and p-value ≤ 0.05 for Baseline.
SVM-Rank achieves better performance with K = 8 than K = 5, suggesting that requires
more fine-grained feature representation.
4.1.5 Performance Study for Each Individual Segment with ES
Figure 4.6 shows the ranking performance with ES (K = 5 and K = 8) on each individual
segment, where the model is trained and tested solely using the features of a specific segment
with its song-level label. We observe that the middle segments tend to achieve much better
performance than the beginning or ending segments. Specifically, segments 2 and 3 in
K = 5 and segments 3 to 5 in K = 8 obtain the highest NDCG@5 scores in most cases
except AdaRank, indicating that different parts of a song can influence the overall quality
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Figure 4.6: The performance of ES on each individual segment. Sub-figures (a), (b), and
(c) show the results of K = 5, and sub-figures (d), (e), and (f) show the result of K = 5 with
the three LTR algorithms.
to different degrees. This phenomenon confirms our motivations in Section 3.1.4 that, the
beginning and end of a live song generally involve a lot of cheers and applause, which disrupt
musical content and degrade the audio quality. In the middle sections (generally verses and
choruses), however, the audience tends to either listen attentively or engage in activities,
such as singing along and clapping to the beat, that match the musical content. The superior
performance of the middle segments also suggests that subjects may focus more on these
parts when rating the overall quality and could tolerate more noise and disruption in other
parts.
On the other hand, we also observe that the early fusion of ES is effective, as demonstrated
by the superior performance of early fusion (song-level) over the best performance of the
individual segment (segment-level) in Table 4.2. Note that the leftmost two columns of
Table 4.2 show the NDCG value of the best-performing individual segment of each sub-figure
in Fig . 4.6, and ‘(Seg-i)’ indicates the i-th segment.
4.1.6 Early Fusion Study for the Confidence-aware (CA) Method
CA (cf. Section 3.2.2.1) uses the EchoNest API to segment a recording. For each QSG, we
select the five most confident segments from the reference version (K = 5 and the average
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Table 4.3: Performance of CA (K = 5) on the 5 most confident segments. ‘Seg idx’ stands
for the segment index without order.
Seg idx 1 2 3 4 5 Early fusion
MART 0.880 0.867 0.875 0.871 0.864 0.893
SVM-Rank 0.879 0.884 0.871 0.888 0.899? 0.873
AdaRank 0.845 0.826 0.835 0.826 0.860 0.837
confidence score is 0.812) and couple them with the segments of the other versions (cf.
Section 3.2.2.1). Table 4.3 presents the result of CA on each individual segment as well as
early fusion. Unfortunately, in most cases the early fusion strategy neither improves the
performance over individual segments nor performs better than Baseline. Possible reasons
are that the length of some segments is too short to represent the whole recording, and that
the content of some segments might not be relevant. For example, the derived segment may
be at the beginning of a song, which tends to be affected by the noise. Nonetheless, the
fifth segment of SVM-Rank and the early fusion of MART still outperform Baseline slightly.
The unstable performance of CA may vary by up to 3% across the segments of a recording.
As a result, we must not only perform segmentation for each recording but pinpoint which
segment best reflects the overall audio quality. As CA cannot make such judgments explicitly,
we turn to the label-aware method to analyze the property of each specific section.
4.1.7 Early Fusion Study for the Label-aware (LA) Method
Table 4.4: Performance of LA (K = 4) on segments with different labels.
Segment label ‘N’ ‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’ Early fusion
MART 0.883 0.910 0.840 0.787 0.885
SVM-Rank 0.910 0.914? 0.893 0.898 0.907
AdaRank 0.850 0.844 0.860 0.756 0.852
Table 4.4 shows the result of LA as realized by Segmentino (cf. Section 3.2.2.2). We observe
that SVM-Rank achieves the best performance (0.914) on all the segments, and that sections
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Table 4.5: Performance for segment-wise fusion (SWF) versus the optimal non-SWF case
(NSW) on ES and CA. NDCG scores marked by [ and ] correspond to early fusion and
individual segment, respectively.
Setting ES (K = 5) ES (K = 8) CA (K = 5)
Strategy NSW SWF NWS SWF NSW SWF
MART 0.911[ 0.924 0.908] 0.922 0.893[ 0.917
SVM-Rank 0.926[ 0.914 0.931[ 0.935? 0.899] 0.907
AdaRank 0.891[ 0.885 0.884[ 0.901 0.860] 0.878
Table 4.6: Performance study for model-wise fusion. NDCG scores marked by † and ‡ are
derived using SVM-Rank and MART, respectively.
Setting ES (K = 5) ES (K = 8) CA (K = 5) LA (K = 4)
Strategy Song-EF Seg-2 Song-SWF Seg-3 Song-SWF Seg-5 Song-EF Seg-‘A’
Optimal single model 0.926† 0.914† 0.935† 0.911† 0.917‡ 0.899† 0.907† 0.914†
Model-wise fusion 0.933 0.925 0.958? 0.931 0.925 0.914 0.911 0.939
‘A’ and ‘B’ perform better in most cases. Further analysis on the segmentation result reveals
that segments with ‘A’ and ‘B’ are associated with either verse or chorus, while ‘N’ normally
corresponds to intro, outro, or bridge. This observation is in line with our listening experience
at live concerts, where we tend to give our full attention to the verse and chorus but may
cheer, applaud, and become distracted during the intro and outro. As verse and chorus
sections are always found in the middle of a song, this result conforms to the observation of
ES and also demonstrates the key role of music structure analysis in the quality assessment
procedures. However, section ‘C’ usually performs much worse than other sections and thus
degrades the performance of early fusion.
4.1.8 Late Fusion Study
The late fusion study contains two parts: segment-wise fusion (SWF) and model-wise fusion
(MWF). For a recording, SWF averages the ranking scores of the segments, and MWF
averages the rank orders given by different LTR models.
We first discuss the performance comparison between SWF and the optimal non-SWF case
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(NSW) presented in Table 4.5. NSW corresponds to the best performance from either early
fusion or individual segment (shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively). Note that we opt
for not showing the SWF result of LA, as neither early nor late fusion works well for LA. As
can be seen, the performances of SWF mostly outperform those of NSW, barring those of
SVM-Rank and AdaRank in ES (K = 5). SWF can enhance the performance of SVM-Rank
of ES (K = 8) to 0.935, implying that SVM-Rank prefers larger K for both early and late
fusions (cf. Section 4.1.4) when ES is applied.
Then, we discuss the performance comparison between model-wise late fusion and the optimal
single LTR model (shown in Tables 4.2, and 4.5). Table 4.6 presents the performance in terms
of song-level and segment-level predictions. To interpret Table 4.6, we note that ‘Song-EF’
and ‘Song-SWF’ stand for early fusion and segment-wise late fusion over all segments of
a recording, respectively, and that ‘Seg-x’ corresponds to an individual segment x. For
example, ‘Model-wise fusion’ of ‘Song-SWF’ fuses the rank orders resulting from SWF based
on each of the three LTR models, while that of ‘Seg-3’ only considers the third individual
segment. The result in Table 4.6 demonstrates the effectiveness of model-wise late fusion,
which improves the performance over a single LTR model in every setting. The improvement
for ES (K = 8) is significant under t-test with p-value ≤ 0.05. More importantly, the
two-step late fusion, i.e., first SWF and then MWF, can further boost the performance to
0.958 in ES (K = 8), a 7.4% improvement over the best performance of Baseline.
4.1.9 Efficiency Analysis
Table 4.7: Efficiency improvement over the Baseline (SVM-Rank).
Method Segment ID Time reduced NDCG increased
ES (K = 5) Seg-2 80% 3.7%
ES (K = 8) Seg-3 87.5% 4.4%
CA (K = 5) Seg-5 74% 2.5%
LA (K = 4) Seg-‘A’ 71.5% 5.3%
The computational complexity of our proposed framework stems from two steps: feature
extraction/representation and LTR model learning/prediction. As the former takes much
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more time than the latter, thus we can reasonably consider the latter as a constant in the
complexity analysis. Because our framework adopts frame-based features, it has to extract
all the frames if we assume every section of a recording is uniformly important. However, if
we have already known which part of the recording is more informative, we can drastically
lower the cost by using one segment or a small subset. Table 4.7 takes the best single-segment
results (see Table 4.6) and compares them with the Baseline (SVM-Rank) results in terms of
both efficiency and effectiveness. The case of ES (K = 8) is especially remarkable that it
reduces 87.5% of computation yet improves the NDCG by 4.4% over the Baseline. Such result
validates the superior efficiency of our new system, making our framework more practical for
real-world music retrieval applications.
4.2 Subjective Evaluation
Two models based on ES (K = 8) with two-step late fusion, Fusion-H and Fusion-S (best
performed in Table 4.6), are trained using the datasets ADB-H and ADB-S, respectively.
4.2.1 Methodology and Performance Metric
NDB compiles 1,000 YouTube recordings spanning 100 QSGs. Twenty subjects, who are
considered as having adequate music knowledge without auditory disorder, took part in this
evaluation. Each subject was given 10 randomly chosen QSGs covering all the four music
genres. The task was to listen through two ranked lists for each QSG and in turn identify
the versions with the best and worst quality for the list. The selected best and worst versions
serve as the labels for each QSG in NDB, so that we are able to compare our new system to
the previous one (Baseline).










where |S| is the number of QSGs, and ranki denotes the rank of the best-quality version
(or the worst-quality version) in the ranked list for the i-th QSG. We denote the MRR for
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Table 4.8: The MRR performance on NDB with respect to ranking the best-quality (Best)
and worst-quality (Worst) versions.
Setting Baseline-H Fusion-H Random Baseline-S Fusion-S
Genre Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst Best Worst
Rock 0.503 0.115 0.538 0.112
- -
0.588 0.144 0.619 0.142
Country 0.698 0.116 0.706 0.118 0.703 0.188 0.729 0.173
Electronic 0.524 0.126 0.563 0.128 0.553 0.142 0.593 0.129
Pop 0.589 0.127 0.643 0.123 0.541 0.122 0.546 0.117
Average 0.574 0.122 0.608 0.121 0.301 0.299 0.586 0.146 0.611 0.137
the best-quality and the worst-quality versions as MRRb and MRRw, respectively. A good
ranking method would result in a MRRb close to 1, and a MRRw close to 1|S| , where |S| = 10
in our case. MRRb is regarded as more important, because it directly reflects the relevance
degree of the output ranked list. We also calculate the MRRb and MRRw for Random using
100 random permutations of integers from 1 to 10.
4.2.2 Result and Discussion
Table 4.8 compares our new systems (Fusion-H and Fusion-S) with the Baseline (Baseline-H
and Baseline-S), which uses only a single SVM-Rank model without segmentation, across
different music genres. The performance of Random represents the lower bound, and it is
clear that all the systems are far superior to Random (with t-test p-value ≤ 0.01). Fusion-H
and Fusion-S respectively outperform their counterparts, Baseline-H and Baseline-S. The
average MRRbs of our new systems are improved by 5.9% on ADB-H and 4.3% on ADB-S,
suggesting that the newly proposed approaches can more accurately identify the best quality
versions. While the system does not enhance MRRw much, the MRR values 0.121 and 0.137
suggest that the average position of the worst versions is already near the bottom of the list,
i.e. between positions 9 and 10.
While our system outperforms Baseline consistently, the extent of the improvement varies
with musical genres. For example, the audio quality ranking for pop music sees the most
improvement when the new system is applied to ADB-H. This is likely a result of pop music’s
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standard verse-chorus structure, intuitive and regular beat patterns, and straightforward
melody and harmony, and demonstrates the relevance of music structural information to
audio quality assessment. For Fusion-S trained on ADB-S whose QSG component versions
are already well aligned one other, segmentation could still offer better representation of a
recording and enable improvement for the performance significantly.
Chapter 5
Application to Music Retrieval: i2MUSE
Our Intelligent & Interactive Multidimensional mUsic Search Engine (i2MUSE) integrates
audio quality and other music dimensions to bridge the user intention gap. Section 2.2
summarizes some research and products on music search engines. Compared with them, our
i2MUSE is the first attempt to solve “the intention gap” problem by content-based search
schema and interactive interface.
5.1 System Description
Just as its name implies, i2MUSE provides multidimensional query and intelligent interface
for uses to improve the search efficiency. The main features of i2MUSE are summarized as
follows:
• Multidimensional : Seven dimensions (tempo, beat strength, genre, mood, instrument,
vocal and audio quality) are directly displayed on the interface for easy query input.
And i2MUSE allows users to search for abstract content-based dimensions.
• Intelligent : i2MUSE can instantaneously suggest and un-suggest query parameters to
the user for a query input. This not only can prevent parameter conflicts in the query
but may also automatically match the user intention.
• Interactive: On the query interface, i2MUSE automatically highlights the suggested
parameters and grays out un-suggested parameters. Real-time result preview is also
illustrated on the interface to help users easily and effectively organize the query.
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Figure 5.1: The query interface of i2MUSE.
• Customizable: By adjusting the weight of each specified dimension through an intuitive
slider bar, users have full control of the priority of each dimension in the query.
5.1.1 Interface
Figure 5.1 shows the interface of the system1. As can been seen, the music dimensions chosen
by i2MUSE are those frequently used in music searches. They are also widely applied in music
applications for everyday activities (e.g., running [NDL+12, MvNL10] and driving [BKL+11])
as well as therapeutic treatments (e.g., walking training for gait disorders [LXH+10, ZES+14]).
By adjusting different parameters and weights for each dimension, i2MUSE is able to meet
various music information needs and application scenarios.
With the query interface, users can intuitively click to configure multiple dimensions. Tempo,
a real number in beats per minute (BPM), can be input through the text box, via a slider
(for a tempo range), or by tapping/mouse clicking (for a single, perceived tempo). Once users
1Online demonstration video: http://youtu.be/wyFXbUTdW-Y














System Construction! Music Search!
Figure 5.2: The framework of i2MUSE.
set or change the query parameters, they can immediately see comprehensive feedback on
the interface, including suggested and un-suggested parameters as well as the result preview
(i.e., the percentage of matched tracks in the database). To simplify user operation, an auto
select mode is also provided. When this mode is switched on, the suggested parameters are
automatically selected and included in the final query.
When a user has a clear music information need, or just some vague ideas in mind, he can
begin a query from any dimension and then interact with i2MUSE to organize and refine the
query. In sum, the interface can help the user express more easily and accurately.
5.1.2 Framework
As shown in Figure 5.2, the framework of i2MUSE consists of two phases: system construction
and music search. In system construction, a database of 12,141 music tracks is built. Each
track is analyzed and represented as a music semantic vector (MSV) [LZY+14, ZSXW09],
which is used to index the database. Next, a set of dimension correlation models is learned to
support the interactive query interface. In music search, a user can interact with the query
interface to construct a multidimensional music query.Then, the query is matched with each
track in the indexed database, and a ranked list of tracks is finally returned according to
similarity. Each component of the framework is described in more details in the following
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sections.
5.2 System Construction
5.2.1 Music Dimensions and Data Collection
To establish the system, we first identify seven musical dimensions frequently used in music
searches, including audio quality. Among them, two are continuous (tempo and beat strength)
and five categorical (genre, mood, instrument, vocal and quality). Tempo measures the
average speed of the music in beats per minute (BPM) and beat strength the prominence of
beats in the music. For each categorical dimension, we define several component categories,
shown in Figure. 5.1. Specifically, we expand each categorical dimension using multiple
lexical resources (e.g., online dictionaries and Google2) and ontology/semantic web resources
(e.g., WordNet3 and Wikipedia4). A music topology is obtained: each categorical dimension
consists of several categories, and some categories are related to a number of tags (or
keywords), which are then used to build the music database without bias to any dimension.
Two steps are performed to collect the tracks. First, we search for top relevant song titles
and artist names using each tag within a category (except “audio quality”) via Last.fm API.
Second, each pair of artist name and song title is concatenated as a query to search for music
videos on YouTube. For each query, we manually check the top five results and download the
audio stream, containing a studio and a live version. A total of 12,141 tracks are collected,
and the detailed data distribution of each categorical dimension is presented in Table 5.1.
5.2.2 Content Analysis and Indexing
To support content-based music search using a multidimensional query, each track in the
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Table 5.1: Six music dimensions for data collection in i2MUSE.
Dimension (# Tracks) Type/Categories (# Tracks)
Tempo Real value between 45 190
Beat strength Real value between 0 1
Genre (4,285)
Classical (248), Country (356), Electronic (1,285),
Hip-hop (170), Jazz (389), Metal (327), Pop (588),
and Rock (922)
Mood (4,667) Angry (2,010), Pleasure/Joy (1,509), and Sad (1,048)
Instrument (3,121) Brass (324), Percussion (1,090), Strings (1,117), andWoodwinds (590)
Vocal (274) Female (100), Male (93), Mixed (23), and Non-vocal(58)
contains 23 elements: 2 continuous values for tempo and beat strength, 19 probability values
for all the categories in Table 5.1 and 2 boolean values for the quality (“studio” or “live”).
The tempo and beat strength are computed directly using Klapuri’s algorithm [KEA06] and
MIRtoolbox [LT07, LETF08], respectively. The 21 elements representing the probability
that the track belongs to an individual category in the four categorical dimensions, are
predicteds by machine learning-based classification [CL11]. Because in the initial database
(cf. Table 5.1) each track is only sparsely annotated with one or two categories, we train
a binary SVM classifier each component category of the four dimensions. The training
set consists of all the tracks that have been annotated in that dimension, while the test
data (without annotation) are predicted with the trained models. The overall classification
accuracy (F1 score) based on 10-fold cross-validation is 0.56 for Genre, 0.45 for Mood, 0.44
for Instrument and 0.64 for Vocal. The audio quality value is simplified to “Studio” and
“Live”, and we use the model in Chapter 3 to predict the value. With the preprocessing, we
can have the MSV for each track in the whole dataset.
5.2.3 Dimensions Correlation Analysis
A set of statistical models of the correlation among different music dimensions are learned
to effect the intelligent and interactive query interface. For simplicity, we discretize the
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continuous tempo and beat strength dimensions evenly into 10 and 5 categories, respectively.
The vector representation of each dimension of the i-th track is denoted by
f id = [f
i(d, 1), f i(d, 2), · · · , f i(d,Nd)] , (5.1)
where d ∈ {T,B,G,M,I,V,Q} represents the dimension of Tempo, Beat strength, Genre,
Mood, Instrument, Vocal and Quality, respectively, and Nd ∈ {10, 5, 8, 3, 4, 4, 2} is the
corresponding number of categories in each dimension. For f iT or f
i
B of a track, f
i(d, n) = 1
and f i(d, n′) = 0, ∀n′ 6= n if the tempo or beat strength of the track falls into the n-th category
of that dimension. For f id, d ∈ {G,M,I,V,Q}, of a track, each f i(d, n) is the probability of
the n-th category given by a binary classifier (cf. Section 5.2.2).
We assume that given an input query combination of several dimensions, the categories of an
un-specified dimension can be modeled by a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Specifically,
three cases of query combinations are considered: one dimension where one category is
selected (1D1C), one dimension where multiple categories are selected (1DMC), and multiple
dimensions in each of which multiple categories are selected (MDMC).
5.3 Music Search
5.3.1 Interactive Query Input
As introduced in Section 5.1.1, the query interface is able to automatically generate feedback
to a user based on the query input. Specifically, given a specified query combination (∆
and C), the system immediately computes the corresponding µd|∆,C (cf. Eq. ??) for each
un-specified dimension d, d /∈ ∆. Then, for each d the interface highlights the category with
the largest value in µd|∆,C and grays out the one with the smallest value. The highlighted
categories may suggest the best combination along with the specified dimensions to meet
the user’s intention, because these suggested categories are more related to the specific input
query. Meanwhile, the un-suggested categories are grayed out to prevent potential conflicts
that yields fewer relevant tracks in the output ranked list.
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In addition, i2MUSE can provide a real-time illustration of the percentage of relevant tracks
















where Jk is the number of selected categories in δk, Nk the total number of categories in δk,
Z the number of tracks in the indexed database, and ckj ∈ Ck.
Finally, users can adjust the relative weight of each specified dimension δ ∈ ∆ via an intuitive
and convenient slider bar on the query interface.
5.3.2 Query Match and Ranking
Given a multidimensional query, i2MUSE computes the matching score between the query
and the 23-element music semantic vector (MSV) of each track in the database. The MSV
of the i-th track is denoted as MSVi, and MSVi(b : e) denotes the vector from element b to
element e. Different types of dimensions have different matching criteria.
For tempo, the query can be input as a single value (e.g., by tapping) or a range (e.g., via the
slider). People may perceive the tempo of a song at different metrical levels. For example,
given a song with a ground-truth tempo of 80 BPM, some people may perceive 160 or 40
BPM. Therefore, tracks with half or double the query tempo are also given higher priorities.
When handling a single query tempo qT, the matching score of track i is defined as
S(qT, i) = w0 · φ (qT/2,MSVi(1)) +
w1 · φ (qT,MSVi(1)) + w2 · φ (2qT,MSVi(1)) ,
(5.3)
where φ(·, ·) is a radial basis function (RBF) between two values, MSVi(1) the tempo (i.e.,
first element of MSV) of track i, w1 the weight for qT, and w0 and w2 the weights for half
and double of qT, respectively. Given a query tempo range [qT1, qT2], the matching score is
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measured by
S′(qT1, qT2, i) =

S(qT1, i) MSVi(1) < qT1 ,
S(qT2, i) MSVi(1) > qT2 ,
1 otherwise .
(5.4)
For a query beat strength qB, the matching score is computed as −D(qB,MSVi(2)), where
D(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance. As for a categorical music dimension d, the query is
represented as a vector f qd , where d ∈ {G,M, I,V,Q} and f q(d, n) is 1 if the n-th category is
selected, or 0 otherwise. The matching score is defined as −D(f qd ,MSVi(bd : ed)), where bd
and ed are the beginning and ending elements of dimension d, respectively.
As i2MUSE allows users to set the relative weight of each specified dimension in the query,
the final matching score of a track is the weighted combination of matching scores of the
specified dimensions. The ranked list of tracks is then generated by sorting the final scores
in a decreasing order.
5.4 Experiment and Result
5.4.1 System Evaluation
Due to the difficulty of directly comparing MMSEs (which have fixed categories and dimen-
sions) with free-text based search engines, and existing studies that have demonstrated the
advantages of MMSEs (cf. [LXH+10, LL11]); in this paper we only implement and compare
our proposed i2MUSE with another baseline MMSE. This baseline MMSE has the same
music dimensions and categories as i2MUSE but without those feedback functions, including
automatic category suggestion/un-suggestion, weight adjustment, and result preview. Both
i2MUSE and the baseline use the same music database and indexing and query matching
algorithms.
We designed two modes for subjects to conduct multidimensional music search. One is the
search-by-scenario mode, in which a subject was given a real-life scenario (e.g., Running in the
morning) and then searched for music appropriate for it. Another, search-by-example mode,
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Table 5.2: Ten real-life scenarios.
No. Scenario Description
1 Running in the morning
2 Dancing at the club
3 Relaxing in bed
4 Reading in the library
5 Shopping in a supermarket
6 Alone on a rainy day
7 Watching boxing
8 On the way back home
9 On the bus
10 Sports meet
a subject listened to an example song and then searched for music which sounded similar. We
defined 10 scenarios (Table 5.2) covering different music dimensions and categories. Similarly,
10 example songs with different styles were also selected from the database.
30 subjects with experience of online music search were recruited for this evaluation. After a
brief introduction of the evaluation interface, each subject was asked to perform 20 search
trials (10 by scenarios and 10 by example songs) using both search engines, with 10 trials (5
by scenarios and 5 by songs) for each search engine (i.e., no repeated trials for each subject).
Both search engines were evaluated with all 10 scenarios and 10 example songs by an equal
number of 15 subjects.
For each trial, the input query and the result list were saved for further analysis. User
operations (e.g., clicking) during search were also recorded. After finishing all trials, the
usability of each feedback function in i2MUSE (e.g., suggested category) was assessed by
users. The overall system usability of i2MUSE was also evaluated through a questionnaire.
A five-point score was adopted for these ratings.
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Figure 5.3: Mean Reciprocal Ranks of 10 example songs in the search-by-example mode.
5.4.2 Effectiveness Study
To evaluate the effectiveness of the search engines, we can investigate, in the search-by-
example mode, how well an example song is ranked, as measured by MRR of the example
song. As shown in Figure 5.3, i2MUSE achieves higher MRR values than the baseline
MMSE, with average MRR significantly improved by 35% (p-value<0.05). This indicates
that i2MUSE ranked the example song (that the subjects intended to search) higher in the
result list than the baseline.
As introduced, the only difference between these two systems is that i2MUSE provides
multiple feedback functions (e.g., suggested category), while the baseline does not. Therefore,
the improved retrieval performance of i2MUSE shows that multiple feedback functions can
indeed help users construct queries that express their search intentions more accurately.
5.4.3 Usability Study
The usability of the i2MUSE system is closely related to the performance and user acceptance
of each feedback function. We calculate the average usability ratings of four feedback
functions and the overall user interface (UI) effects of i2MUSE. As shown in Table 5.3, the
subjects are satisfied with the suggested category, weight adjustment and UI effects. While
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Figure 5.4: i2MUSE suggestion function adoption rates (search-by-scenario mode).
the ratings for the un-suggested category function was lower, it remains favorable.
We further analyze the collected logs of user operations to see whether and how often the
subjects have adopted the feedback functions. Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 present the adoption
rates of both suggested category and un-suggested category in the search-by-scenario and
search-by-example modes, respectively. For suggested category, the higher the adoption
rate is the more useful it is, whereas for un-suggested category, the lower the better. For
all 20 search trials, the average adoption rates for the above two functions are 0.61 and
0.13, respectively. These results confirm the efficiency of both feedback functions. Suggested
categories are adopted by users in most of search trials. Un-suggested categories are also
selected in some cases (e.g., example song 1 and 4). Especially, in the search-by-song mode,
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Figure 5.5: i2MUSE suggestion function adoption rates (search-by-example mode).
un-suggested categories are adopted more often than those in the search-by-scenario mode.
This is because when given a scenario, users could still be vague and subjective towards
what they want to find, while when given an example song their search intentions become
more clear and specific. Therefore, categories that are un-suggested based on our statistical
model might be not very accurate for some search-by-song cases.
In conclusion, the survey results positively confirm both the effectiveness and usability of
i2MUSE.
5.5 Personalized Music Search with Recommendation
Our system has been further strengthened to a prototype with personalized recommendation
function for domain-specific application on Gait Training. For some patients, who need
rehabilitation and exercise, music therapy has proven to be effective [PMA+00, BPBE05].
However, to the best of our knowledge, currently the music therapists always manually find
the music for gait training. The limitation is that it takes much time for the therapists, and
may not be effective. Because they have to choose or play the song one-by-one and still can’t
ensure their choice is suitable for all the patients. Our goal is to provide a convenient and
personalized approach for the therapists or the patients to obtain appropriate songs to do
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the gait training. We use the similar multidimensional search engine for the users on a larger
dataset (Million Song Data Set) [BMEWL11] with user rating information. The prototype
contains three main components:
• Patient information collection. The user need provide some basic information of their
background, such as the age, language, disease, music interests and so on.
• Music filtering. With the information, we design a filter to narrow the scale of the
dataset and select random songs for the user as the first trial. They can choose the
appropriate music and add them into the play-list.
• Music recommendation. We employ the simplest algorithm – Collaborative Filtering –
to predict the potential songs for the users, after we get some initial information in the
filtering feedback.
Our system is an on-going project, aiming to change current process of music therapy and
benefit both therapists and patients, especially those in developing counties lacking medical
resource.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future work
6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we first proposed a novel framework to assess the audio quality for live music
online search. Two unique live music datasets, ADB-H (500 human annotated recordings)
and ADB-S (2,400 synthetic recordings), were established for this study. They can also
serve as additional benchmark datasets for developing learning-to-rank algorithms. To solve
the audio quality problem, we applied signal processing and machine learning techniques
and achieved high performance on quality raking. Specifically, we have explored the effect
of different audio feature sets, different learning-to-rank algorithms, different segmentation
and coupling methods and different fusion strategies. We built the baseline with song level
feature set and single algorithm and then improved it more effectively and efficiently by
using musical segmentation and fusion strategy. In the objective and subjective evaluation,
we employed NDCG and MRR as the performance metric, respectively. We have confirmed
and validated our approach can solve the problem and is appropriate to be applied in the
practice.
Furthermore, we have also implemented an application (i2MUSE), which integrated the
new dimension (audio quality) and aimed to bridge the user intention gap. The search
engine provided multi-dimension input, correlated dimension suggestion and retrieved music
database. A pilot user study has been conducted and validated the effectiveness and usability
of i2MUSE. We also have employed recommendation algorithm into the system, to help the
users find more suitable music in their requirement scenario, especially for gait training.
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6.2 Future Work
As mobile device and Internet access become ubiquitous, more and more users can upload
and share their recordings. The increasing number of the live version of music is making
audio quality as a long-term problem. Our future work can be concentrated on:
• Currently our system is relatively limited in track scale. So we could expand the
database with human annotations or utilize some advanced techniques such as transfer
learning [PY10] to synergize the human-annotated and synthetic datasets.
• We hope to integrate the audio quality aspect into existing textual music retrieval and
recommendation systems. This way, we will be able to examine the effect of the audio
quality-based re-ranking on user overall listening experience [SüH13].
• Our i2MUSE also use the limited dataset and we will replace it with the larger
one (Million Song Dataset). Furthermore, we have integrated the recommendation
component into the system and we need a comprehensive user study to validate its
performance.
• For a specific application of out system, we are planning to build an automatic online
application to help the patients and doctors to obtain suitable training tracks for
exercise and rehabilitation .
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